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Synopsis. 
 

The Ford Bridge assemblage is placed in its local context, and it is demonstrated that 

the Braughing/Puckeridge Late Iron Age settlement is the largest known centre for the 

production of coin pellets in Europe. It is noted that of the three largest finds of coin 

mould from the Braughing/Puckeridge complex, this is the only one with a properly 

recorded find-site and context. 

 

The assemblage is then examined in terms of each category of a standard coin mould 

recording protocol, highlighting both features unique to the assemblage and those held 

in common with other finds of coin mould. Evidence is presented for the presence of 

two tray forms within the assemblage, each linked with a particular range of hole 

diameters. The broad implications of observed variability in elaboration, edge profile 

and edge marking are explored. 

 

It is concluded that the link between tray forms and particular hole diameter ranges 

may well be a rare example of differentiation which was significant to the makers and 

users of coin mould. It is further concluded that minor variation in tray form, 

elaboration, edge profile and edge marking probably signify that the material 

comprising the assemblage was produced by more than one hand. A possible function 

is suggested for the ‘incised guidelines’ noted on a proportion of the material, and a 

possible cause of  the edge marking termed ‘band and lines’ is put forward. Finally, it 

is concluded on the basis of minor formal and stylistic similarities between the Ford 

Bridge mould and the two less-securely provenanced major assemblages of coin 

mould that these assemblages are firmly linked to a tradition of coin-pellet production 

in the Braughing/Puckeridge area, with many common features not noted on material 

from elsewhere in Britain or Europe. 
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Ford Bridge Mint - Introduction 
 
In June 2006, a single fragment of coin mould was found in the River Rib following the 

collapse of a section of bank, part of the eastern boundary of one of the Scheduled Areas 

south of Braughing. Subsequent examination of the loose soil of the talus revealed an 

additional 1.2 kilograms of coin mould. Stewart Bryant, the Hertfordshire County 

Archaeologist was informed, and he passed the news to Debbie Priddy, the regional 

archaeologist for English Heritage. A meeting was held on site, at which it was decided that 

the find was of sufficient importance to warrant evaluation by means of small-scale 

excavation prior to consolidation of the bank to prevent further damage to the archaeology 

through erosion. 

 
Plate 1: Known coin mould find sites. 

 

Dr.Jonathan Hunn of ASC Ltd. was commissioned to carry out the project, and assigned 

funding for two days' work. A single trench was opened, 1.5m. x 3.0 m., and more than 8 

kilograms of mould was retrieved, together with 6 kilograms of pot and bone
i
. Subsequently a 

metal detectorist dug illegally at the edge of this trench, and a further kilo of coin mould was 

retrieved from the spoil. In all approximately 10 kilograms has been extracted from the site. 

Since the deposit was increasing in thickness as it disappeared into the section, it seems 

reasonable to assume that at least another 10 kg., and probably more, remains in situ. 

 

However, although at this point the Ford Bridge Assemblage was the second-largest find of 

coin mould ever made, it was neither the first such find in the area - nor was it by any means 

the last. 

 

The earliest recorded find of coin mould from the Braughing area forms part of the Henderson 

Collection, and comprises 60 fragments of mould allegedly dug up in a field south of 

Gatesbury Wood at some point between 1935 and 1975. No record was made of the location 

or context of the find, which means that the Henderson Assemblage is effectively unstratified 

and barely provenanced. It was submitted to Craddock & Tite of the British Museum for 

analysis, and their extremely brief report is included in Partridge, 1981, 'Skeleton Green'
ii
. 

 

Partridge himself made two small finds of coin mould, the first at Gatesbury Track (1979, 

report by Freestone)
iii
, and the second at Wickham Kennels (1982, report by Cowell and 

Tite)
iv
. 



 

Between 2007 and 2010, four further small finds of coin mould have been recorded, all 

surface finds. 

 

But it was in 2008 that Chris Rudd of Celtic Coins Ltd. first revealed the existence of the so-

called Puckeridge Assemblage
v
 – some 30 kilograms of coin mould, much of it in excellent 

condition: John Collis (pers. com.) has described it as the best preserved coin mould he has 

ever seen. Sadly, this superb collection of material comes with no certain provenance or 

context. The story confected by the original finder is demonstrably false at every point at 

which it can be tested. 

 

This demonstrates one reason for the importance of the Ford Bridge Assemblage: although it 

may have been redeposited in antiquity, it is securely located within the 

Braughing/Puckeridge complex. The demonstration of several close stylistic and technical 

similarities, some on the most minute scale, between the Ford Bridge and the Puckeridge 

material enables us to state with confidence that the two assemblages of mould are the 

product of one tradition, peculiar in several respects to the Braughing area, and that – in at 

least one case – moulds were produced in each using the same tool. Furthermore, the 

existence of one significant difference between the assemblages enables us to suggest that 

they are not part of the same, single, episode of pellet manufacture. 

 

That these suggestions can be made at all demonstrates the worth of a comparative study of 

the gross morphology of coin mould. No amount of work with electron microscopy or 

spectroscopy could have enabled these conclusions to be drawn. 

 

In fact, no body of coin mould has been more thoroughly and comprehensively studied than 

the Ford Bridge Assemblage. It has been subjected to a programme of thin-sectioning, 

Scanning Electron Microscopy and spectroscopy by Henrietta Longden, MA, late of 

Liverpool University
vi
, and has twice been submitted to systematic supra-microscopic 

examination. The evolution of the recording protocol during work on the Puckeridge 

Assemblage was such that it became obvious that the initial work on the Ford Bridge material 

was altogether inadequate. A synopsis of Longden’s report is included as an appendix to the 

current work. 
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